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Chapter 1
)

THE PROBLEM

On November 5, 1968 11 Richard Mo Nixon, fu.lfi.lling
a boyhood dream, was elected president of the United States.
Although his official campaign did not start until March,
1968, he had been running for this office all of his adult
life.

His ·campaign was a

involving e.ll that

miracJ.~~

computers~

of modern science,

electronic communication,

and m.otivational. research have to offer.l

Certa.in c:d.ttcal issues are usually the focal
point of any

el<:H~·t1ono

The independent Vt)ter and the

1:>olitical party mer:1ber who crosses party J.i:m.1s are
to hold the key ln determining the ou·i;come of an

These voters cast their ballot fen:, the

ind~:vldtu'!.l

~:.tssumed

electi.on~

Yfho they

feel best represents their position on the key issues.2
Therefore~

in the interest of a better informed elector:t:rte •

an analysis of the contrmt of those argumentn employed by
Nixon in !.'elation to tlw crucial iBsuea

if.~

.in order.

Can ·the United States electorate be dazzled by

words w.ithout

rn.1~aning'?

DofJS

a candidate ever take a cleax·-

cut stand on the controversial issues?

What type of

l"People in the News," 12,2,2_.Y..£§1LB0~9~• CrowellCollier Educational Corporation, 1969~ p. 4J6.

persuasive appeals are relied upon by the candidates :tn
. campaJ.gn.
.
1.
t
th eJ.r
rJ1e

.

?

or.~c.

Answering these quos:t;:ions w:l.ll be

a primary concern of' ·this papert
Statement of the Probler.1

~<ZolO"-.w;~_.,,,.v:...._,...._..._..,...,.,.,

• ..,.,u...... -.... ,•..,~

•J.the purpose of this study

it~

to analy%e the arg;u.-

ments used by RichaJ:•d Nixon relative to the ln:1y· issues in
the 1968 :p:tes'idential campaign.

'l'he obj·eetive is to· :t"ef..~Ol"'O

anfl·. illut=>trate "the persual3 i ve appeals employed a

~rhis

analysis ma1l:es an attempt to rev-eal wha't of substance was

.said by Mr., Nixon"
T.h~:ce

is now a

l'lC(Hi

to define certain ter·ms whi.ch

v.rill be nsm1 in this paper"

An

argt.1l'fl€:nt

is the ;process of'

stru.ctltring i11forma.tion a.dvanced in prer:;entirzg a position"
~P.hi.s

includes that mater5.a.1 which :i.s. se·t forth in arr·iYi.ng

a-t a ccmclus.5.on as well as ·the nr.mclu.slon

itself~

Analysis

separates ths parts of an argu.rnent and. places them 'N:ithin

wb.lch the :l.nform.n.tive do. ta and the claim. aro
-----

----

----

"~xa.min.ed

a:nd

oa·tegorized according to the persuas:i.v·e appe.r:3.1 mrmt heavily

p_~;..~.'£.?~S~YJZ_..lm.J1~·

This t<f.:rm. deals wii:h the type

of mot5.va:tional. appeal used. in an argument,

In other words,

a line o:e l."easoni:n.g or argume:ntation ma.y be C.8:t.ogm:oi?.ed by

the type of appeal it generatese

According to Robert T,

Oliver these appeals fall into the categories of evidence
and authority, emo·tion, and rationalization,3
AppJl~ls

\

to

evidenc~_and a.J:!j!}).0£.11~·

From the standpoint o:f persuasion., evidence may
be defined as all facts that, in the opinion of the
audience, have relevance in affecting judgment on
the topic under consideratione4
Evidence is statistics, authoritative viewpoints, testimony,

andf in certain instances, personal experience.
_!l;J!!?tjo_p.al; S.J)peals,
Emotion is the affective or "feeling10 response
we make ·i;o any si tua.tiono
o •
• Emotion may be
defirwd <'>bje,Jtdvely as a Btate of bodil;v tensit.)U
acc:omp2J1.:i.E:d by ..,an intellectual concept of what -the
tens ion mea:m:~ ll':;

In an emo'tiorJ.al state "we emc,tior1aJ.ize less with the head

and more with the heart."6

An emotional appeal, then, is

an appeal to the senses that arouse anger, fear, hatredp

awef and like responseso7 ·This type of appeal is also
broadly categorized as a psycho-logical argument.

It con ....

sistn of subjecti·,le consideration of data. linked with
hidden inferences and wishes.

.§.p~.
-----

-----

3Robert To Oliv·er, ~g.b.£?.l9.&..'X..J2!.J'..J?J:~~a~.;t:Y.!!
New Yorke Longmans, Green and Company,.,

· ppo 2Q1... 295o

4!bidet pe 208.

·Sr b~do
. & po 2.5le
6Ibido t

P• 252.

7Ibido t PP• 248-27le

195'1•

R§..:t.t..C?.PJ!.l!.~·

Rationalization is a device of respectability
which we human beings protect and pamper our
egos. It is a process of reasoning designed not
to discover or to defend what may be true, but to
by

discov<~r and defend what we should lilte to represent as true 61 It is a process of ju..-:-Jtifying ourselves 9 • our grottps tt and our beliefs )i In this
ere. of i:rd;ertJ.ational propaganda • o e it is well
"t-;o understand th&.rt many logical fallacies are
, preseni~ed to trap the unwary, They include irrelevant analogies, illustrations, f.aci.~s 0 or argmnen·ts;
rtarne calling, ridicule and sarcasm; the citation
of unreliable authori-'cies; and obscuri·ty parading
as unsound thinlclng. 9

diagraming arguments,

It shows the relationship of the

argument parts to the claim. or

are br,oken down i.nto data,
and.

!'0El erva;l; j.on

conclusion~~'

warrants~

supports for wa:rrarrtB" ·

of wa.rrants, which are

evi.dence that ;justify the claimQ

. The arguments

the~

supportive

'rh.e data in the Tov.lmin

, diagram contains informative evidence and is linked. to the

claim by the term "thereforee"

'.rhe- warrant section of the

diagram i.e suppor-tive of. the data and· may be logically

connected to the data by the term

l

ubecaus..e" connects
the viarrant o

"unlt!SS ,"

suppo:~::·t

19

sinceo"

The word

for the warrant ( bacldng) to

The warrant may be qualifj.ed by the term

The raodel forms its own validH;y process, not

by insuring that a consequent is not affi:t."ltled 9 but by

· revt?:!aling what support is given for arriving at a conclusion,lO
8roldo, pc 276,
9J.bid.", ·pe 284o

Itsl!§l.:fz£t«=

,lOwayne Br·ocJx:ri.ede and Douglas Ehningerp Q..~c,ision ~
Now Yorl>:& Dodd~ Mead & Company 9 1963~ pp:-9'8~o

5
~?mantic nr~nciples.

by

s~

Semantic principles outlined

I, Hayakawa and other semanticists are used as source

information for this analysi.s.ll

What is meant by semantic

principles is what meaning is pro j acted by the choice
particular word or wordso

c~f

a

Also of semantic concern is

whether the words have explicit or implicit meaning and if
the language is connotative or denotative.

-------

I

Chapter 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter reviews two types of literature,

The

first is that body of literature which deals diroctlywi.th
Nixon's

campai~1,

while the second reviews how public

address analysts have examined the speeches of selected
politicians~

LITERATURE ANALYZING NIXON'S CAMPAIGN

:r,ittl e. has been written relative to the persuasi\re
appealrJ employed by Mr. Ni.xon in the 1968 preB5.dontial
campa.ie:,1'J:'l.~~

F'or exc:unple, there has been n.o analysls of the

1968 Nixon ee.1npaig1l recorded in !:.£.li..:~1.9~~.DS.L~~.:.:Y.~
an academic political journal~ or §J?_El..@.9JlJ1.9JlQ.f£12.f!P-hf!• an

academic speech journal which contains abstracts of public
address students'

theses~

A revi.ew of the work

do~1e

on mate:d.al closely

associated to Nix.on°s persuasive appeals in regard 'to the
overall n8Jllpaign will be summarized here.,

This section

also contains sumraari.es which are representative of articles
by

poli.t:ico.l analysts who lnterpreted the 1968 elec"tion

resu1ts0

7
Joe McGinniss, an

info~nal

member of the Nixon

staff, authored a book dealing with the television adver ...
ttsi.ng of. the Nixon candidacy, 1 · His work is of value to
thic study since it contains quo·tations and memorandums

from the key figures in the Nixon campaign.
McGinnis describes his purpose for writing the

book very aptlya
That there is a difference between the individual
and his image is human nature •. Or American mt"'Gure,
at le-ast o 'l1 hat the difference is exaggerated and
exploited electronically is the reasotl for this
book.;?

McGinniss' worlt points out how· Harry Treleaven,

the public relations and advertising expert who handled
Nixcnt Gs campa.ig;r1 P attempted to sell Nixon as if he were a

produ1Jte:1

By hi:r:lng indhr.idua.ls who were experts in

t.:alev:ision c:ommunicat3.on and its

processes~·

the soft

S(~ll

cf television commercials was used to gain acceptance of,
and votes

f'or~

Richard Nixon.

The idea was to crea-te an

image for Nixon by carefully controlling the use of
televislon campaigning .. 4
So this was how they werrt into ito Trying 9
with one ha1"ld 9 to- build the illusion that
H:i.ohard Nixon§ in addition to his attributes of

mind .and heart, considered, in the words of
Patr·ick K~t Buchanan, a speech write:r, C~ommuni·,.
11

catlng with "the people

o

s

o

one of' the great

lJoe McGilmiss, .Til~ S~.1.~Lt,he President,

New York• Trident Press.
2rbid., p o 26 ~~

Jrbid., P• 37.

l~.Ibid., P• )8,

1969. pp. 9-168.

I

8

joys of seeking the Presidency"• while with the
other they shielded him, controlled h.im, .and
controlled the atmosphere around him. It was
as if they were building not a President but an
Astrodome{! where the wind would never blow, the
temperature never rise or fall, and the ball
never bounce
erratically on the artificial
t:.
grass.:;:;~

In er3sence, this book describes how a carefully
controlled and smoothly ran campaign utili.zed modern
adve:r:tising: techniques to persuade the public that H.ichard

Nixon was the man for the job.

It is a noteworthy excep-

tion to the overall style of the campaign that the pa.11.el
television shows which had "ordinary" l'eople asking
questions to which Nixon respondE'~d were unrehearsede 6 and
h.e had no idea v:rhat questions they would ask
Ailes~

dit'~(~'COI'

wa,t{ at hln bet.;t

of the television panel

h:i.m~

S}I.OWS e

Rogt":l"'

fel i; NlxorJ.

vd i;h an offbeat pane1;7 and, conseque:r:rtly,

recrv.i ted membE!l:'B for the panel based on this feeling. 8

Although this may appear. to be a r:tsk in ar1 otherw:ts e
carefully contl"olled campaign, the risk was cut significantly in that Nixon's answers were a parroting, although
. rephrased each time, of' carefully worded responses to the
controversial issues; atl.d Bud Wilh:inson, the moderator.,

could moderate or soften the questions.9
Srbid& • P• 39.

6xbid., P• 106-111.

7Ibidoo
.
Po 99•
8Ibidop P• 100,
9r.bido~ PP• 97~111.

For exa.m:ple,

9
when his position on the Pueblo, an in-telligence ship.
cap-tured by North Korea, was queried, regardless of the
way the question was :phrased, Nixon would have a stock
replyolb
James He McBath and Walter R. Fisher co-authored
an ar•t:icle dealing with persuasion in presidential cam-

paigns,ll

The article is valuable ln relation to the

subject at hand, since the authors take rnuch the same
point of

viEn<J

as outlined in this paper when they indicate

th.a:t the1 candida·te • s stand on certain isBues o and the

image project.e~d by this stand, determines an election(!l 2
Inforrnation rela.ti ve to the ('~andidc;~,.te 's st::.md
ismx(~l:r:; iB t.nterT.l:Cfrtsd. as Hvidence of i;hH kind
-;~' n,,,n
~·~
·i-l-,.,.j,
.•, ...". d.d
i 11 !~:
·:~··
·s ~po ·"'··'
C) .•
..,,...>;. ~·(.,n
l. a.ve J.S ...
.. ,-;.pee....t ·!·~.o •nJ.
11Ctl -

on

+

b l ~, ·)

,...a~ ··~····'j,~~

~~a-

t~.,

~~b~~oro,

hold

,.j.,.

•·J;

t
no·

'

a

a~

pioO.f
tt·'"

•"' h"1a
c:• ~1B-1~kCdll1~~~
1 -~ ~":, . . . . . L-&.."' t 1 "'C*
01
i'JOI' se~
,Just as the

·o·r•of~identir:~.l office
•."'"j'
~
.,(_'J
t t..
~1~
'() r._ ~~~-"o'!<='"';~""·W:d,.-!'D<ver,~,_2.
:\d
Jl•..J ei 0.1. a
,..V:td:J..on-a
d .. 0>.:> E.
in.d·~u~cd to )::rurohr.t.so or'!. the bas:ts of

po ~,e!u~--••"
. J.. <:~..·~'"

•

....,:<l\-,.,..4

, , ..

}'

uct is
necli:-;ssity ·to have or to maintain a certain

• -'
proct•"
the

s~::~l:f,.,

lmage, so the potential elector is encouraged to

vote for himself--that is 0 the candidate closest
to hls· O'Wl1. self .... irnage e Viewed from this perspectlve, every presidential elec"ticm is, as Samuel
Lubell observes, 11 really • s e a self..,portrait
of Americat a self-portrait with each ballot
serv-:i.ng D..s another brush s"tl"Oke and through which
all t:he emotions o:f the American people find

exprcssione13

lOibi.d~, p,. 106u

llJ·ames H~ McBath and Walter Ro Fishert "Persuasion in
Presidential Campaign CormnunicationD" £bJP.r:te~].y Journal of
§n~t£.2J:h Volume LV • Number 1, F'ebruary, 19b9. pp;-I't"-zs:-l2Ib.id., P• 1.8,

13Ib.id,,

10

The article purports that Nixon was

for

elect~d

his position on law and order, Vietnam, and race.

That is,

the Nixon position on these issues was the position that
most nearly personified that of those who voted for him.
The article then briefly summarizes Nixorl' s position em
these issues~l4
In a

Jh..Jt~_N..JlY!§!~!l-g_.l~rlcl..B..~P.!?l~

article~

a professional analysis of the voting across

labeled
count:r.yp

th{~

the authors (identified only as !L~..§..t.•ltg~f!n.d W.Q..rld

llsU?J?.tl staff membe:t·s) address 'themselves to "The
Voting Went--and Why."

Way

'the

They write,

combined vote for Mre Ni:x:on and Mre Wallace
to a.JJIWSt 57
·m·):t e:ent of' all 'tm.11oi.~£~ cast in t:he 1968 uresiclen.t~.al eleetion..-...was viewed as a prot•~r:i't- aga.:irn~t
The

at.~

oppositio:~.. (;;~J.ndida:tt:!s ... ~amounting

progx:8.WS and ·policies of' the incumbent Democratic

AdmiJ.l5.~Jtra tloil e 15

They e.xpl;:J.in ·!:;he nature of the protest vote by indica-ting

that for the first time in a period of high prosperity
the electorate turned out an

s.dmin.i.~rtration

because of

dissa.tisfa.ct:ton w:l:'ch ot:her condi·tions" such as the
of the V:i.e·tnam war and racial disorders e

conduc·~

According to

these authors 9 poli t:i.r.~al analysts say ". • • the 1968

·election recorded a clear mandate for a change of direction
in the Ped.eral Government."l6
1 1-~x·b·~ d Of
') t.'

P• 20 •

~·.:>"The Way

~~.:d~.!l~I?.Q.:tj!,

Nixon's strength, in terms

the Voting Went ... -and Why,"
November 18, 1968P po '-Ho

1.6Ibid~~,· Po 42,

•.fi.£-!'I.E';.Y!§.

!Lt~

11

of vo-tes, came from suburbs, small towns, and farm areas$
· and his weakness was reflected. by a failure to attract
Negro voters el7

The article also purports ·that:·

Some. Republicans blamed Mr., Nixon for. running

a mechanical campaign, failing to win ou:pport of
dissident Democrats, and repea:ting on television
in the elosing hours t;he same slogan~ that; had
been heard throughout.the carupaignelo

In a simll&.r v':dn

J'tf;0X~}Y.§!lli

analysts reported that

"Nixon built his 'base on a bloc of electoral votes from the
Border and Western states and directed his 'law and order'
appeal at the silent voters of middle Axnerica." 1 9 Nixon's

strategy was seen as an appeal to the widespread belief
ths;t. it was time for a change..

This ar-ticle poin1.;s out

that N:i.xon stuck to his planJ never devi.a:ting or :iJnp:rovisingji

Xn an

articll~

by Louis Harris titl.od "Poll.r:a

Imd.ght, 11 vo·ter moodH are reflected. 20

An

After Humphrey's

nominr.t.ti<n1t Nixon showed an eight: point lead in the polls.,

This lead was eventually reduced to a s-tandoff on election
night.

The phenomenon accounting f'or.

this~

based on the

recordings of the poJ.lr;;ters, was the galn of voter c:onfidence
17Ibid~~, Po

J•8·I"
'd
. t).l

.Q

1968 ..

!l

43,

p • 44 •

19e'Fina.lly, Nixon°s the One,., ~"!E~weej~, November 11 0
pr. J2o
20r,ou:i.s Harr;j.B, "Poll~H

November llp 1968.

ppo J4-35e

An Insight," !lruY:.~S!el£,

j

l

12
that Humphrey was qualified to handle the war in Vietnam,

law and order, and civil disorders.

As Humphrey's standing

in the :polls relative to the central issues rose, so did
his posi-tion in ·the general polls· as undecided voters and . ·
fo1~er

Wallace supporters rallied to the vice-president's

aid_, 2l

'l'his supports this paper's posi·tion that the vote1'\s'

confidence :in a candidate's stand on the key issues determines for whom they vote$
Hubert Humphrey acknowledged that the "packaged"

politics of the Nixon campaign were the decisive factors
in the campaigno

The foregoing revif.:~w leaves little won;:ler

tllat Hu:mphrey would says
I Qm fight5,ng p::.tclcaged politics It It;':~. an
aborninP.tion for a man to place himself ev.mpletely
in the hands of the technicians, the gt~ost ,.,,ri'te:r-a 9
th(l! expe:r:•,t;s? the poJ.;t;sters and come ou"t only as an
attrac·ctYe pac:kage "22

REVIEW OF SIMILAR STUDIES
This section reviews the literature of public

addresH analysts who have studied political persuasion in
several. recent

campaigns~

The following literature is

represontati ve of typical approaches used i.n this area of ·

--

speech a11alysis.
.........._______

-~

21Ibitlo 11 pe 35o

22Joe McGi1miss, ~~liU.~.....Q...Uh~_J:w~.:~.2..ll•
New Yorkt ,Trident Press e J.9o9" Boolc jacke·t,

13
Or1e example of' how a political candidate has been.

examined is evidenced in an article by Robert N. Hall. 23
This article summarizes the major techniques of Johnson's
19lH Senate campaigns

Emotionalism is evidenced by appeals

to patriotism which were manif'es·ted by the use of songs

like

11

Dixie" and "God Bless America."

Johnson's main

strategy was to associate himself with the New Deal
Administration of Franklin Roosevelt by publicly ::mpporting
presidential policies. 24 In essencep the article isolates

the major appeals which determined. the election and advances
a discussion of those appeals,
~Tames

G. Powell authored a thes:i.s t:ttled

11

An

Analy·tical and Gorn1Jarative Study o:f the Persttasion of
'
Ir\.en.r.t~E!Cl~f

I"•
· ·..;1-h e 1960 CarnpaJ·. gn4+ u?~
~ :t.xo11 in
~_,

•
a.11~1

.1?or

. r;

•
pel:S'tlc:\~~l.~~,re

appeals this study uses the Aristotelian eatogoriza:tions
ethical~

of logical and

but uses emotion as

category rather than pathetic.

·th~'.l

third

The conclrmions of "the

study revfmled that Nixon's speeches tended to be repetitious
and cUd not clearly state his position on the issues.
2 3n_o hert N 11 Hall, "I.,yndon B. ,Johnson~ s Speald.ng
In thEI 19LJ.1 Senate Campaign~" ~~h\L.§.QJ~~tJl.£r:n'"'.,;;x~£.<~S:.L\..ilil~U::xgl,
VoJ:u:me XXX~ Numbr;!r 1 9 FaJ;l, 196t..f-, Jaclcsorn'':J..lle~ Flo:r:-ida~
.
Conv~:mt:l.on PresB,
Published by the Southe:r•n Speech
Association~

pp~

15-23.

2L~Ibc d ·...
J.

• e

2~.5J~unes

•
•
Grant Powell, "An Analyt:teal
and Compa:r.at~ve
Study o:f tho Persuasion of Kennedy and Nixon in thr::) 1960
cmnl'aign. " §7J.?_sl.F~~..~ MQ.tl:i?E.~:.aJ2b.§., Volume XXXI, Ntunber 3, AuE:,rtts t,

19 6 }e

PP~

255-2j
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Kennedy, on the other hand, relied heavily on criticism
but managed to outline policies more fully than Nixon.
"Kennedy's heavy use of logical proofs contrasted with
Nixon.' s general lack of evidence." 26

Another form of content analysis was applied to
•vrrhc CampaJ.ga Speaking of' George Romney 11 by D. Duar1~

Angelo 27 The purpose was to discover the Michiga11. Gover-

nor • s theories of publ.ic speaking as
spE!eches.

evidenc~~d

in his

Homney relied on ten "value clusters"--optimi3m,

activity, achievement,' frugality 0 rat.ionality 9 individual
worth, f'r.•eedom, equali tyr sociability and a traditional

sense of right and wrong.
tht-J.lOJ~-y

was that -the

It was determined that

nspeaker~ s

role was

on·~

Romney~s·

to inform,

co ·that 'tr:1:rt:h may prevail over er:r:·or. u28
~:he

(m.mpaign speeches of Goldwater and J'ohnS,on

in the 1964 presidential campaign. were analyzed by William De

Brooks to det:ermine if a single campaign speech could

change audience attitude toward the speaker.29 An analysis
of the da·t:9.

revt~aled:

26-rb-7.d
.
.!. .....
f}

2

Romney1

•

7n~~ Duane Angel, "The Campaign Speaking of George
1962 and 19§1-I-," §Jl~9,h.J!9~, Volume XXXIII,

Number 3, August, 19o6,

P• 237.

28rb·~d ·e
~.0

29william D. Brooks, "A St;udy of the Relationship o:f
Selected Factors to Changes in Voting Attitude of Audiences
Listening to Political Speeches of President Johnson and
Senator, Gol.d·wat:r,
f?.J?~hl'lt!.no.,g-~1?]}.§.~ Volume XXXIII,
Number 3, Aug;ust, 1966., pp~ 2Zfo-.L.,
11

1.5
, • o that the speech delivered by Goldwater
changed his image in a favorable way as regards
the audience's evaluation of his judgment and
friendliness, but that Johnson 8 s image did not
change; that the problems of which Goldwa·ter
spoke were judged to be serious and important
:problems while the solutions he offered were
valued less highly, but the solutions Johnson
offered were rated high while the problems of
which he sp<>ke were rated low , • ,30

Perhaps the most typical analysis of poli-tical

persuasion is e,videnced in a study of lJp·ton Sinclair 0 s
1934 California Gubernatorial campaign by Alfred J,
Alb:r.eeht,)l

He uses the Ari.stotelian model for examining

logical, pathetic, and ethical appealso

The study points

out the use of these appeals, but does not quantity the

:proof were ut.ilized and lists certain spe()ific examples.
The stud.y of political pe:csuasion has been approached.

diff0rently by public address analysts as seen in this
section of this study,

Those studies reviewed are repre-

senta"tive of the recent work done in the analysis of
campaign speeches,

. 30Ibid~ Ill> 241,
"31Al:fred James Albrecht 11 "A Rhetorical Study of
Upton Sinclair's 193L~ Campaign for Govet'11or. of California,"
lli?2.£ 91::L.11£llq,gD'"lli}.1!h Volume XXXIVr, Numb~)r ::>e August, 196'7 •
2
pe 2'{·0,

Chapter. J
METHODOI,OGY

the speeches of Rlcharo Nixon a.ra the popula.tion for

study.,

(See Appendix

·~his

C)~

The campaign o:ra:tocy of a ca.nd..tda~te · prior to hit•

1

I
j

It ls

alr~o

of major·

const~quen.ce

to inelude thm::Je

addr~~ssc~s

macle 1>y the ca:nr1ld8.te to the nominating convention p.lat-

J

-~ l

l>la:tform posli;:!.ons upon which

he~

hopes

·t;~;'> ru..n~

An analysis of E'.i<.:hard Nlxon's sts;to;jmen·ts on the

key issues are

s~lec.ted

t.ion for several reasons

as a sample from the &.bove J?Opulajl

In that his

WE~.s

the most

rc.~cen-t

stlocessful campaign. for that off :tee, i"t of:fet'·s tho oh'ITious
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advantage of being current.

Since it is current, it reveals,

in part, that the appeals used by him are those that aJ."e
presently applicable.

In additlon, the recency insures that

source docmnents are readily available.
This sample does not include repetitious arguments.
Even though the same

arg~...unent

is used many times in

diffel"ent speeches, only those which a:re most representative
of Nixon's position on the issues are examined,

INSTRUMENTS
In o:t.. der to eff'ec·tively analyze the arguments

advanced by Mr .. Nlxon, it is now necessary to establish
an orderly and objective methodology to validate ·the :fi:ndings of' ·this study,

Argument analysis, prt:":viously def5.nedr

is the methodology u-tilized i.n this :paper to insure that

validation

f)

The argtunents are broken down according to the
Toulxilln model for diagraming argumentB • and the con:!;ent of

the argument 5.s analyzed for semantic word traps.

The

arguments a.re. then classified according to ·!;he type of
appeal used,.

An explanation of the classification i.s

advanced followlng the diagramed argument which justifies
that classification.
The Toulmin modellbreaks arguments down into
eviderwe~

warrantsv support for

warrants~

reservation of

R 9 Nils <H"! p l:~r~!i~·Y-EL~
Foresman and Comp&J\Y P
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warrants, and a claim which may or may not be qualified.

Broclcriede and Ehninger accept the Toulmin model as a complete authority for argument analysis for debaters.

Although the categorization or· labeling of the persuas.i.ve

appeals used by advocates of the Tou1min model may be fine
for deba:te 9 2 they fall short as 'tools of speech analysis
since the idea is not to win a debate but to determine
the significance of an argument.

The Toulmin model 5.s

felt to be superior, howeverp in itB design for diagraming
argume:o.i;s' since it allows a dissection of the argument tha·t

clearly indicates the line of reasoning used by the speakere
Af·ter diagraming the argument according to the

Toulmin modelg "'che argumen·t is ·tested for semantic traps,
vnwd; is merurt by semantic traps

is simply what :meaning is

projected by the words themselv{:,s e

In denotat5..Ye: speech

the words are purely descriptivea however, by applying
coimotative adjectives, the entire meaning of the speech

may change.

This semantic evaluation is concerned with.

whether ·the argument is implicit or explicite
After the foregoing prelimina't'y preparation, the
a:r.guxntn::rt

·~.s

then categorized as an emcrtional 11 evidence and

authori'"'ca:ci ve ~ or rationalized appeal based on the E,"l.l.ide ...
lines sei:; forth by Robert T. Oliver 0 3 and prev1.ously
defined :l.n Chapter 1 of this study.

12~"'

2wayne Brockriede and Douglas Ehn:i.n9er, ~~.S~.QlL]~
Now Yorlr.c Dodd, Mead & Compan~r 0 19o3 o pp. 9f.:i.,.1.06 o

£3_lt9J~.Q!~"

3Ro be:rt: T!; Oliver, !h~.J~X.£:12.21&~f:GY,_.Qi,Q P~!llllQ§ .iY.£
N()W Yorkl Longmans, Green~ and Cmllpany~ 19.':)'?.,

pp.,

201~295\)
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Oliver's classification of persuasive appeals was
selected :for several

reasons~

l'hes.e appeals are similar·

1

to those theories described by prominent writers of
{

persuasive ·theory such as Brembeck and Howell4 and .Gary
Cronkhite,5 which lends credit to their acceptance ·by
noted. authorities,

Furthermore~

the categorization

b~r

Oliver is in layman's terms so tha:t the findings of this

study may be readily understood by interested individuals
of all disciplines o

Finally, the appeals al"e specific

enough to allow significant generaliza·tions to be made in

the conclusion of this study,

This study does not attempt to reveal whether an
argument is from a.nalogy 9 sign, or enthymorl.e, since that
type of argumentation deals with the logi1:: of an argument; s
structure

f)

A line is drawn between logical struc·l;ure and

log:tcal content for the purposes of this study,

The

Toulndn model reveals the structure of a.n argument but

does not label it.

The labeling of an argumentGs structure

is not important to revealing the persuasive appeal employed
by the con·tent of the argument o

To say an argument is

reasoning by enthymene does not reveal whether the argument

appeals for an emotio11al or rational responseJ it simply
indicates the logical structure of the argument.

Appeals

4winston Lamont Brembeck and Willlam Smiley Howell,
9:f. _s~_Q_q,1)..E:.Ql• Englewood Cliffs:

~£~'nk~J&D..L..iLJ!G.?-ns

Prentice.,Hall, Inc e

.Ql1.§:.rJ~o

I+SS pp.,

.5aary Cronkhite~ K51t.§.\ltlffi.C?.n..._E.l?~t?£.H~l}-mtt!.J1~ll~i-Q.r?-,.l.
New Yorio Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1969 e

23:3 pp •
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to evidenc.e and authority,· however, are appeals to the logic
of content.

When statistics are used as evidence, they are

quantitative measures which are verifiable and are, therefore,
justlfied as logic of content not J.ogic of structure.
summary, since the Toul.min model

ta~es

In

care of logi.cal

structure, and labeling that structure is not relevant to
the categorization of persuasive appeals, this s·tudy will
rely on evidence and attthority for determining logical
content.

PROCEDURES

It .is now necessary to show how Nixonts stateme.n'ts
on the issues are selected and obtained 9 and how the key
issues are dete:r.r11ined.

The key issues e.re race, law and order, and Vietnam . .
This is revealed by a. survey of the li-terature of polltical
ex-pert:~;;

David Halbersta.m; pulitzer prize wirmer, editor

f)

of lJ.g..tJ2Sl1-:P..t and political w:r.iterp sees the important issues

in

·~he

1968

order~ 6

R€iJ29..:d!,

ca~paign.to

be

Vietn2~,

race, and law and

In ·two separate articles in !h,....§.J>~
quallf:ted political experts list la.w and order, war,

and int~~gration as the key issues. 7 An article in the
'lW_
..,.___

.. 1'1:

--------

---

~f

__

. 6navid Halberstam 9 "'Richard M. Nixon 9 " l.26_9__¥..Q?.,~

Crowell-Collier Educational Corpora.t:i.on, J:91)9:-p:2.

·?"Voters t J.\lood in

TVIO

eweathervane• Counties," and

"What the Candida-tes Stand For. n UL Sa News and World
October 28, 1968 9 pp, .38-39 and
-zr.t_r:.w~~-·-

ppo

' ,

Re.J2.2:C:~•

-
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~"'ebrua.ry~

1969,

~- Joprnal~C?.L§..1?.$..~...c_.lJ; reveals

that

James H. McBath and Walter R& Fisher, who co .. authored this
article, concur with previously cited authorities and list
the key issues as law and order, Vietnam,

and :r.""ace. 8

It

is also noteworthy that these issues are the ones to which
Mr. Nixon addressed himself in his speeches

to the-! plat-

. form committee at the Republican convention. 9

Having determined the major issues involved in the

campaign, a justification of the source material is now
in order.

The statements made by Mr. Nixon and analyzed

in this study shall be taken from the addresses delivered
by

Mr. Nixon between his acceptance of the Republican

nomination on August 8; 1968, and his election on November 5,
1968.

In addition, the arguments contained in his speeches

to the platform commi t·tee will be analyzed.,

The selection

of this material is felt to cover essentially everything
lVlr.

Nixon had to say on these issues,

The sta·i;ements by

Mro Nixon used in his commercials were taken almost directly
from his acceptance speech at the Republioan convention,lOr
One strategy oi" the Nixon campaign was to

sa·t~urate

the

McBath and Walter R@ Fisher~ "Persuasion
Campaign Communication, .~t,!,t:1.rte£1.y J Q.!l~
.Q.t.§pe~lh Volume LV, Nu.mber l, February, 19"69: PP• 17 ..·25.
8J·ames He

in

Presid~mtial

11

9Richard M., Nixon, 11J...JS.£m_§.,P.ea~s Out. New Yorlc:
Campaign Committee., 19b'<L ppe 103, 131, 192,
and 234e.
.

N~xon-Agnew

10
Joe McGinniss t ~~.ltll£-:... o.L~~!i: •.P..F..El~:l-Q!ill.i~"
New Yorkt Trident Press. 19o9. :pp, 87-ooe

.

j
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audience with his stand on ·the issues, which wer.e merely
the same positions paraphrased a.nd reiterated for public
conr:.mmption • 11

After diagraming the arguments advanced by Mr.
Nixon{! according to the methodology set f'orth in the pre-

cerl:i.ne; section on instruments, and categor:tzing these

arguments based on their persuasive appeal, the signlficance
of the results are shown.

The results are shown quanti-

tatively on work sheets that show the frequency of occurrence

of certain factors which are indicative of particular
persuasive

Following each diagramed argument,

appeals~

a written conunen"tary explaining the appeals rel5.ed upon
in "tho argu.ment is

categorizing

the~

generalizations

advanced«~

Thus, the

pr·~liminary

work of'

arguments is necessary so that certain
ro.a~r

be ma<le regarding

the slgnificanc!ef

in terms of concrett-) information, of Richard Nixon's

persuasive appeals.
THEATN!ENT OF THE DATA

All argtlments relat.ive to the key issues are t;a.bula·ted on work sheets (See Appendix A) to reflect the type

of argumentation employed,
The key issues, Vietnam, for example, are listed a·t

the i;op of the work sheet.
the argument number.

Below the iBsue is a space for

The argument number refers to numbers

11 Ib"d '
. ~ "" P• 117 •
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afjsigned .in numerical sequence to the arguments outlined in
Chap·ter 4 of "this study,

Below the argwnent number appeat•s

the major ti·l;les of· "Type of Appeal" and "Frequency of
0 ccurren.ce. u
appea~s

Under the major heading "Type of Appeal"

a typed list of the appeals (rationalization,

emotionll and evidence and authority), with the particular
proofs which identify these appeals being listed below the
appeal.

For example, under the persuasive appeal "emotion"

is a category titled "appeal to emotional drive for

security~~"

Finally the "frequency of occurrence" heading has a number
indicating how often the particular fallacy or type of
evidence occurred in the argument in question •. One of
these sheets shall be completed for. each argumezrt tha·l; is
diagramed •All arguments are tabulated on the indbridual worls:
sheets' and these sheets ·then show which appeals were
utilized in relation to that particular issue.
all the issues are compiled in a like

Subsequentlyo

manner~~

In summary, work sheets are used to quan-titatively
reveal the type of appeals employed by Richard Nixon in
his arguments on the lcey issues in the 1968 presidential
campaign.,

The data taken from the work shee·ts are subjected

to s·tatis·!;ical analysis.

Using a Chi Square statistical

formula, the actual frequency of occurrence of the appeals
a:re reflected against the expected frequency of occurrence
of those appeals.

24

The significance of the findings of this study shown
in the conclusion is talcen from the information con·tained on
the wot•k sheets and the statistical chart.

Chapter 4
NIXON ON THE ISSUES

This chapter of the study shall analyze the arguments contained in Richard Nixon's campaign oratory
according to the methodology set forth in Chapter

All

.3~

arguments relative to any one issue will be analyzed before
proceeding to another issue.

Appendix B lists numerically

the pers·uasive appeals employed in the argurn.ents.,
example~ in argument

shovm and then the

For

number one the issue Vietnam is

a:ppf~al

t.o the emotional drive for

security J.s numerieally recorded (See Appenclix B)..

Foll\>'ltl-

ing the a:cgt1ment analysis P ·the compiled worlc

are

shee~i::s

sununari.zed and treated to statistical analysis.

STATEMENTS ON VIETNAM
This section contains those arguments advanced
by Mr~

Nixon relative to the war in Vietnam.

~~he

following arguments are taken from Nixon; s

address to the Hepublican platform committee on August 1,
1968 t t1:tl~d "Vietnam. ul
.

l:Ri.chard M!' Nixon~· ~§J2,e~l£?..._9.Y.Jl$ New Yorlcs
Campaign Committee. 19i51L. pp., 2Jl~-237o

N~xonw•Agnm'l
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~ntl

(C)laim• What I in•
tend to do, and what I
believe the party should
do, is to separate those
qu:estions that can
responsibly be discussed
from those that cannot,

(D)atal The present
admin.istra tion' s
emissaries in Paris

must be able to speak
with the full force
and authori-ty of the
United 8·t;ates a

since:
(W)arrant: Nothlng should be offered in the political arena
that will undercut their hand.
. ·

This arg1unent is considered not because of what irt
says about a Nixon position on the Vietnam war but because,
here at the outset, the amount of information regarding the
Nixon stariCe is significantly reduced because of this
al"'gument,
The

secur:i..tylt

warr~mt

is an appeal to the emotional drive for

It is inferred by the connotative verb "undercut"

that -"co spealc on the full range of the Vietnam war would be

to endanger security because of i.ts potential affect on
harming

thf~

Paris negotiations.

The data substantiates the emotional appeal to
sacuJ;-i ty by relating tha.t the administration must be the

sole voice of the United States"

An appea.l to security is

an appee.l not to rock the boa.t but to keep the status quo J
.. therefore, by not saying anything that might affect the
Par:\.::;

negot iH.:tions, Nixon °s argument is to keep the status

quo ar1d not· roclt the boat--in essence an appeal to the
emotional drive for

security~~·

Nixon then concludes from

2?

these two emotional appeals for security that only certain
questions can be responsibly discussed,
He then asserts that "there is much that can and
should be discussed,
these assertions withe

The war must be endedo"

He follows

.,Until it is ended--and in order

to has'ten a negotiated end--it must be waged more effectively,"

These statements are not arguments but transi-

tions leading to his fi:r.st objective o.f' ·the speechc

"I

have long been critical of the Administration's conduct
of the

war~.,

Using this deductive speech pattern, he has

partially revealed what he meant in Argument 1 regarding
what "can responsibly be d:i.scussed,"

The Administrationvs

conduct of' the war is a par·!; of what he feels can be
responsibly discussed,

He argues'

~J!!.~t__g

(D)atas

We find that

we hav-e been loclced
into a massive,

grinding war of
attrition,

~

(C)laim: Our .massive
military superiority
has been wasted, our.
options frittered
away,

since a

( W) arrant c The swift~ e overwhelming blow tha·t would have
been decisive two or three years ago is no longer possible
today•
beoauoes
(B)ackings We have applied power so gradually as to be
ineffective a
On "the subject of rationalization, Oliver writes,
"Beli·!;tling an opponent's argumen·t is often easier than

28
refuting it~" 2

In Argumen·t 2 the backing, warrant; and

data are all examples of beli t·tl.ing an opponent • s conducts
specifieally, the remarlr.s are critical of Johnson • s lack
o:f' swift, decisive action and the use instead of gradual

escalation which
of' attrition.

"locl~s"

us into a massive, grinding war

The connotative words "locking" and "grind-

ing" suggest a slow methodical entrapment rather than a
"swift" and "decisive" victory.

This use of ridicule is

continued in the claim which. further asserts the adminis>

tration has "frittered" and "wasted" our options and
military strength.
Rationalization by use of ridicule· is the pel..suasj.ve
a.ppea.l being utilized in this argmnent ~

This argurnent is a one sentence assertion.

It is

a claim not supported by data.
(C) laima The Administration has done .·f.a:r· ·too
lit.tlef too late 9 to train and equip the South Vietnamese 11
both for fighting their own war now and for the task of

defending their own country after the war is settled.

This argument is easily classified as an argument
of" ri.d:i.cule If

The intention of the argument is to place

blame on the Administration for failing to strengthen the
Sout~h Vietnam.ese so that they are self-sufficient

mili-

tarilye
2Robe:t->t To Oliveri) :,rh~...P.~v~.1.Q.:t'...§}ill,!?J:.Y..~
New Yorks r~ongmans, Green and Company. 19 5'7 (•
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A,r~ent

4

(D)atas The Administra~
tion has ei.ther not
recognized that this is
a new and more complex
kind of war., or has not
seen its significance¢

(C)lalmz The result
is that the old style,
conventional military
aspects ha:ve been
therefore over-emphasized 9 and
its other dimensions-psychological0 political~ economicN even
diplomatic--have
gotten (qualifier):
· too little attentione

---

~~~

In the data it can be seen that criticism is again
the type of rationalized appeal being relied

upon~

The

criticism is implicitly saying ·that the Administration does
not understand the war.

In the claim the Cl"iticism· of

"conventional" or outdated military tactics is coupled
with critic ism for not using "psychological, polit:lcal,
economic," or

"diplomatic'~

warfare"

This claim is qual3.i'iecl

by the words "too little" which renders the entirt:"! cri·ticism

to be that of a value judgment, since :lt depends on one's
opin:i.on how much is too little or too

much~~

Ar~nu
(D)a.ta~
By no·t ·taking
the Americ.:an people
into its confidence,
the Administration has
lost their confidence.
Its diplomacy has
failed to enlist other
nations to use their
influence toward
~chieving a peaceful
se·t·t;J.ement

(C)laim= The Adminis=
tration has failed in
candor at hom£-! . and in
leadership abroad.
therefore

41

Once again the appeal is rationalization based on
belittling the

opponent~~

Specifically, the criticism is

30
r.t an Administration that allegedly does not have

di:r.E~t'.rted

open comillt1nication and does not solicit other nations ·t;o use
the.i.l" diplomatic influence to end the war.

The reasoning

ls circular since the data i.s ;,•epeated in the claimr that
is, the claim is a rephrasing of the data.
Am.~~

Mre Nixon acknowledges that Arguments 2 through 5
are

11

f'ailures of the past •"

I''or a future course on the

Vietnarn war, he states, "we start with the Paris talkse"
Argument 6 is a re;.;.hashing of the position taken in Argu··
ment 1 with a slight difference.
(D)ata~

Our negotia~
tions in Paris represent no·t only the
present a.d.mi.nistration;.
bu-t the United States.

(C)laim:

In the spirit

of countr::r cfbove party,
(qualifier)~

.11§L...~Q!!B

as "Ch~~" . . h~!..V!?.
a cht:u1ce
.....
of 01=success~-and as lan~
as tha Adninis~ration
...
rema.:1.ns t;oxnmittecl "Co

~-,..=~ ~
r•""'';w

.;/O;~Itf\.'ltl..._.~......,_.f':,......,.:."l"~~

""'o~~;~.~.'ZI$-.U{r-•••'-~~'IU·A'I.v_...-..rr~:.~,"'~O,_.,...._.,"t!t.~

----:>"f''>~~•""='"""-"-.1.'~~-,,-~.s.;:m--.::

~..._

~;::;;:sreseM·Ftl:eraent-

'th'ey S110'uTdl:iet;ree-±'rom
partisan interference,
and they should have our
full support.

since~

(W)arranta The pursuit of peace is too important for
politics as usua19
because a
--

~--

--- -----

(B)acld.ngg Any-thing he (Republican Party's candidate)
might say P any d.ifferences he might express 11 would be taken
by Hanoi as indicating the possible new direction of the

next Administra:tion.

This is an emotional appeal to the drive for security
and helpf'ulnerzs,

Nixon is saying that the Republican party

can flhelp" i;he negotiations by remaining silent on the
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direction his Administration will pursue"

Linked wi.th this

appeal is that of security, since no·t only will the ·talks
be ~'ht~lped"

but our security will not be hurt by anything

the party might sa.yl)
The warrant is essentially the same emotional appeal

to the drive for security; Nixon is saying since peace is
bei.ng pursued; do not rock the boat with "politics as

Not rocking the boat is an appel:l:l to the drive for

usual~"

security,
The claim reached by Nixon in this argument is that
the Republican party should support the Paris talks and not
inte:r.~fere.

The claim in this arg:ument is a res·tatement of

the p:t•evious arguments in a summal"ized and qualified form;
therefore, the same appeals are appropriate.

The quali-

fications of the at'"gument deal with the success and h6nor ...

able commitment of the talks and are, therefore, measured
by degree.

Since the success or failure is a matter of

deg:r·ee or a value judgment, Nixon is leaving the d.oor open
to change strategy if necessary.
The a.l"gtunent is a rationalized appeal in that it is
sufficiently obscure to sound convincingw

Nixon has spread

a film of words which simply say he is not going to say
anything relative to a new strategy:in Vietnam unless he
changes his mind.

Phrases like "In the spirit of country

above party" sound impressive but say little,

When an

arg,1Ament is qual:ified to the poi.nt that a value judgment
can render the entire argument inappropriate, withou·t
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specification of a particular event or time limit, then
the argument is obscure.
obscure to

SOUI"'l.d

,Amgent

This argument is sufficiently

convincing,·

1.

(C)laim: There is a
(D)ata: There is no
difference between an
Republican or Democratic
way to end a warp but
Administration
there is a difference
burdened by accumulated
distrust, and a new
between anAdministration that inherits the
. ~Q.fgre Administration that can
tell ·!;he truth to the
errors of "the past, and
American people and be
an Administration that
can make a fresh beginbelieved.
ning free from the
legacy of those errors.
The data in Argument 7 uses ridicule by referring to
the present Administration's policies as:

past."

An appeal to the drive :for freedom is reflected i.n

the phrase:

"free from the legacy of those errorso"

freedom :from domination of past errors
appeal.

"errors of :the

i~

The

·the basi.s of this

An emotional appeal to the drive for a new

experience is shown in th.e·words "fresh beginning,"

By

offering a fresh beginning Nixon has appealed to an emotional drive for Yar:i.ety and novelty,
The claim is essentially a restatement of "the datae
The Administration is beli ttlc~d by saying :l.t is burdened by
accumulated distrus-t.
appeal of ridicule.

~rhis

is using the rationalized

Once againr, in the claim, N:i.xon appeals

to the emotional drive for novelty by offering a "new
admS.nis-tration" which will be a new experience.
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l\..r~

(D)a"ta¥ However cruel
its military aspects,
this new kind of war
is not primarily a

· (C)laima The fact is
that our men have not
therefore been out-foughtJ the
Administration has been
cut-thoughto

-_..,.~~

mili tv.cy struggle in

the conventional sense,'
sincer

(W)arrants It ls primarily a political struggle with the
enemy conducting military opera-tions to achieve political
and psychological objectives,
becauses
(B)acking: The real measure of progress is not the body
count of enemy killed, but the numbel" of South Vietnamese
won to the 'building and defense o:f' their own country.
The theme of this argumen·t is that Nixon better

understands the war.

The persuasive appeal in .the data,

warrant, and backing :ts an emotional appea:t for a new

experience t tha:t is, since Nixon better understands the
war he will provide new solutiom3.

From these emotional

appeals Nixon reasons inductively in the claim that the
Administration has been "out.nthought,"

This claim is an

attaclr on the Administration who allegedly does not under-'
stand the ware

This criticism is again a rationalized

ap:pes.l :r·elying on the use of rid:tcule.

Th:in phasing
out will save American
lives and cut American
costs.

-tn)ata&

--therefore

~-~"--

( C)lainu • • • we
need (qualifier) a i l l
~~~QE and (qualifier)a
mo!§-~ll."t:. attention
to training the South·
Vietnamese themselves,
and equipping them with
the best of modern
weapons ..

since•

(W)arrantc As they (the South Vietnamese) are phased in,
American troops can--and should--·oe phased out.
because:
(B)acking, Further;· it is essential if South Vie·tnam is
to develop both the military strengt,h and the strength of
spirit to survive now and in the future.

The entire argument is based on an emotional appeal
for a new

The argument is structured around the

experience~··

theme that South Vietnam should be trained and equipped to
figh·c the war allowing America to withdraw.

The new experl..

ence is a matter of degree since the claim is qualified by
the term "far greater."

"Far greater" is a vague term

and could conceivably mean something different· to each
member of the Nixon audience.
for a new

experience~-a

Even though the

ap~peal

:ts

strategy to get America out of

Vietnam--, nowhere is it denied that the Administration
is not employing the same strategy.
The argument is also a rationalized appeal in that
it is qualified ·to the point of becoming sufficiently
obscure to convince,

Saving American lives and cutting

the cost of the war are noble goals; having the South
Vietnamese fight the war is also laudables however, with
no evidence to show that this is not a goal of the Adminis.·tration, and with qualifiers which indica·te that the

cha.ng0 is simply a matter of degree, the argument becomes
obscltre ,·

It is reduced to the value judgment of the

person initiating the action whether one method is more
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urgent than anotheru and this becomes even more obvious
when it is realized that no new or different methodology
of speeding the Vietnamization of the war is offered.
A.:£BY~ent_~Q.

(D)ata: Certainly one
of"the lessons from
the agony of ,Yie·tnam
is that we need a new
diplomacy to prevent
future Vietnaras.

!herefore

(C)la.1.ni: Around the
world, we should
mobilize our diplomatic
forces for peace~
through our embassies,
through the UN, and
elsewhere.

sinceJ
(W)arrant& · Vietnam does not exist in isolation.
be causes
(B)a.cking: We need such effort not only to SpEled an end
·to the war 5.n Vietnamt but also to lay the groundwork for
the organization· of' a lasting and larger p~)a.ce.
Ax·gwnent 10 is an emotional appeal to the drive for

Nixon is offering a new di.:plomacy which

new exper·ie:nceo
will

alleg~~Hlly

bring "peace."

The argwnen-t does not say

wha-t type of' diplomacy, or·how the diplomatic :forces are
to be· mobilized.

Therefore, the argumfmt is a rationali-·

zation since .it is sufficiently obscure to convince.

Thi~

ra·tionalization process is again easy to follow; the

ideals expressed are praiseworthy1 and the claim appears
justified on the
- -

----

--~---

--"-

surface~

yet, the argument offers no

statement regarding how the claim is to be accomplished,
.Pollowin.g this argument, Nixon summarizes the main

points of the speech in the concluding paragraph.

D~~3

£_.see a

All quotations and arguments in this section al"e

takenfrom Nixon's speech .. I See a Day,"
On August

8~

1968, Nixon accepted the nomination

o:f' "the Republican party for President of the United States.
In this acceptance speech Nixon rephrased

ten argumen:ts e

mo~~t

of the first

He begins the section of the speech that

deals with Vietnam by criticizing the Administration's
conduct of the waro
promises

He then makes the following campaign

"And J pledge to yo1..t tonight "that the first

priori·ty foreign policy objective of our next Administra·tion

will be to bring an honorable end to 'the war in Vietnam."
It is noteworthy that there is a great deal of difference
in a "first

priority~'

promise and a promise to end the war.

The following argument is the only new argument h'J.
this speecho
ArgllmW.:U~l:

(D)a·tat

now in

In Korea and

the
Uni·ted States furnished
most of the money, most;
of the anns, most of the
men to halp the people
of those countries
defend themselves
against agression.
Vietnam~

-therefore

(C) lainu What I call
for is not a new isolationism. It is a new
internationalism in
which America enlists
its allies and its
friends around the
world in those struggles
in which their interest
is as great as ours,

3Richard M._ Nixon, 11J.l.C<?Jl_.§P~-~~s__9'1t•

Nixon....Agnew Campaign Committee,

1968o

New Yorlc:
pp, 277-291.
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since a
(W)a.rrania • • • there are two hundred million Americans
and the:r}e are two billion people 'Ghat live in the free world.
becauset
(B) a eking£ • • • the tline has come for other nations in the
free world to bear their fair share of the burden of
defending peace and freedom around this world.

This argument can be reduced to an implicit statement that Asia should fight Asian wars.

Nixon begins in

the data by using statistics which are classified as
evidence.

He indicates that 'the Uni·ted States has supplied

most of the resources to fight the Vietnam war, and although
no source is given for this statistict it is virtually a
truism and really needs no documonta·tion"

The second

statis·cic deals with a comparison of America '.s relatively
small percentage of the fr•3e world population.

Although

this second statistic may appear somewliat: inappropria·te
or insuf'f'icien·l; to reach the claim since, in addition to
mere numbers, there are other considerations regarding the
leading role o:f the United States vs. the leading role of
the combined free world such as economic and social condi. tions; lt is implicitly saying that we are only a part of
the free world and there are others equally capable of
bearing this

'b~rden~

ln the claim

by

This implicitness becomes explicit ·

a call for a new experience--a new interna-

tionalism •. By using two statistics, Nixon has argued for
a new

experience-~an

allies~

experience whereby America enlists its
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Ev·en with the use o:f statistics which

wc~.rrant

the

claim, the argument is far from being a direct statement
of policy.

It outlines a very general at·ti tude that the

Nixon Administra·tion will supposedly adopt"

Questions

arise ·dealing with the matter of degree that Amet.. ica will
become entangled in foreign wars,

The argument does not

say that America will not become involved in war·s or i.nternational conflicts, or even that it will n.ot shoulder ·the

entire responsibility in the event their allies do :noto
It is merely an argument that diplomat:tcally the United
States can do more to get their allies to carry "their
:fa.ir share," and that a Nixon Administration will do ':·this~~

This ends the arguments set forth in Nixon°s
speeches regarding the Vietnam war.

Some of the same

arguments are used in other speeches, but no new argumentB
were forthcoming.
STATEMENTS ON RACE
This section contains Nixon's campaign oratory
on blaclt

AJner5.cans *

Some arguments wh5.ch contain implicit

statements on race and are contained j_n speeches on law.
and order are examined in the law ar1d order section of
this chapter,
Problems
of the Cities
'*" · W.~#'7;1--=-----

On August J., 1968e Nixon submitted certain arguments regarding problems in our

cit:i.e~

to the Republican
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national convention., 4

The following arguments are taken

from that speech.
A!~ment

12

(C)laim: We have to
lift the ceiling from
.black aspirations--and
essential.to this is
the encouraging of
( qualif'i€.1r): lll21-~
black ownership,

(D)ataa In the ghetto,
providing jobs is an
essential first step-( qu~lifier 1i .Q!.x.:t ...tllJ&
1?,:£ ;ki§_elf...JS Qgj; eU,Q_E,ghQ

(qualifier) a

!ltQ!:.~

black control over the
destinies of black
peopleo
since=
(W)arran·tc Jobs have to be made available within a frameworlt that establishes the pride, the dignity and independence
of the black American ar-J well a.s the white~:·
Professor Oliv·e:r.p previously qual.Lf:ted, defines

recog:n.itions

"To be treated with

deferencf:~

and respeet is

pleasant, to be at least accepted socially is essential to
balanced l:tvinge"5

Implicit in the warrant :i.s the appeal

that if the Negro gets a job; he will gain pride and
dignity, or social acceptance o

The word "independence"

as used in the warrant appeals to the drive for freedom,
To be independent lmplies a freedom from restraints, and
external domination. 6 Consequently, by using the terms

-------

4Ibid~i pp9 192-195~

---

§.1?,0.f'£h~

P• 255.

5Ho bert T e Oliver, ~91l.o:t9.E.;Y of Pex.~.:~.~
Nev1 Ym;olc: Longmans, Green and Company, 1957.

6r·.rn.u.,
·· • · P• 25'}e
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npride," "dignitye" and

11

independence," the warrant is

an appeal to the emotional drives of freedom and recognition.
The major appeal in the data is to ·the emotional

drive for·a. new experience.

By inference the argument

suggests that jobs are not available in the ghetto, since
to provide jobs would be unnecessary if jobs existed;·
therefore, malting jobs available is a new experience.
statement is qualified by saying i·t "is not enough."
claim of the argument outllnes the rest of

·~he

new

This
The

approach~

In the claim Nixon offers his solution to the
black

Amel~lcan

by appealing
'J~hat

for obtaining recognition, jo'bs, and freedom

to the emotional drive :for a new experienc.H9o

new experience is "more black ow11.ership, and nwre

bl.a.cl{ control over the destinies of blaclc people en

The

qualifier "more" makes the solution a mat·ter of degree,
r:1ince a value judgment determines what is mean·t by "more."
For example• one new black business is more ownership
and one new black representative may be more control of
black destiny.
k-.1'~f~1WHill]-11

(D)ataa If black and
whi-te are to b(~ brought
together in peace, the
light of hope has to
be brought to the
ghetto,

ther~

(C)laims What we have
to do is to get private
. enterprise into the
ghetto, and get the
people of the ghetto
into private enterprise-no·t only as workers,
but as managers and
owners. Thus, for
example, in the area of
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jobs, I have proposed
such measures as tax
credits for businesses
to hire and train the
unemployed r a natione.l
computer job bank,
, • ~ and special tax
incentives to businesses
that locate branch
offices or new plants
in poverty areasc
since a
(W)a.rranta J.f we are to bring this light of hope to the
ghetto, we haYe to show by example that the American
opportunity is neither a black nor a white opportunity-...
and to make this opportunity real, we have to begin in
the ghetto itself, where the people are and where the
need is~
_ . _ ___ _
because a
(B)acking&

To assist in this, we need new incentives to

get capital flowing into the gh.e·t;·to ~ We need berth techni.(!al
and financial assistance for the starting of nevi black
businesses and the expansion of' €:Xisting ones.

The data of this argument appeals to the emotional
drive for freedom.

An a·tmosphere where there is no hope

is not a free atmospherev since to be free guarantees the
npursuit of happiness, "7

In the ghf~tto, according to the

abo'tJe argument, there is no hope; therefore, the Negro
ghetto dweller is not free to pursue happiness.

The entire argument is an emotional appeal to the ·
drive for a. new experience.

The argument is based on the

theory that .if the blaclt: ghetto poverty cycle can be broken
by

allowing "the Negro to share the American wealth by pro-

viding jobs and allowing him to become an entrepreneur,
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he will have hope and the race problem will be. solved.
Nixon supplies an explicit solution to the race problem,
based on this theory, in the claim by proposing tax
credits, tax incentives, and a national computer job bank.
This solution is a call for a new experience.
These same argumen·ts are repeated in Nixon's speech
accepting the Republican nomination, and that ends direct
arguments regarding race in his

campai~1

speeches.

STATEMENTS ON LAW AND ORDER
This section analyzes those arguments advanced by

Mr.

Nixon on law and order •

.!t1e

Crttsmaduc?~.§.:I;,....Qr1m£

The following argrtments are -taken from Nixon's
speech to the Republican National Convention°s Committee
on res·alutions.
·,ill:'jmment

U1:

(D)ataa Wemust return
to a single standard of
Justice fnr all Americans, and justice must
be made b'l:lnd again: to
race and color and
creed and position
along a.n rJ.conomic or
socj.al l.ine.

8

(C)l.aim:

Poverty,
anger, past
wrongs can no longer be
allowed to excuse or
~ justify violence or
crime or lawlessness.
We
must cease as well
the.refore
the granting of special
immunities and moral
sanctions to those who
deliberately violate
the public laws--even
·when those violations
: are done in ·the name of
despair~

.

---~

Richard M. Nixon, }'Ij1i£r~~aJ.~..Jha.1~> New Yorlca
Nixon-Agn.ew Campaign Commi'tt;ee. 1968e PP• 1:31~1)4.

peace or civil rights
or anti-poverty or
academic freedom.
since'
(W)arrant: Long ago in this country we buried the notion
that the rich are above the law. Let us now lay to rest
the equally deleterious doctrine that those who spealc
for popular or favc-n:·ed "causes" are entitled to favored
considerations before the bar of justice.
be causes

(B)ackinga We must establish again that men are responsible
for what they do. For too long we have been indulging the
criminal poor--at the expense of the innocent poor.
This argument may be the basis for the charge that
"law and order" is a code word for racism; and, therefore,
may have been equally appropria-te in the section .on :.t•ace.

The argument implies that the Johnson Administration has
had more than one sta.ndard of justice, indulged the criminal
poor, and not prosecuted violations done in the name of'
civil rightso

This implication is evidenced by Nixon's

statements that these things must cease, s:i,nce for something
to cease it must exist,

From a semantics point of view.

these implications, and words like "deliberately violate"
and

"special immunities', "project the imagery that black

people receive special,treatment in terms of law enforcement.
The argument further j.mplies that a Nixon Administration
will change this position.
The implicit criticism of the Johnson Administration
is a rationalized appeal

by

use of ridiculeJ that is, the

Johnson Administration is being criticized for leniency in
equal enforcement of the law.

~Che

balance of the argument
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·is an emotional appeal to the drive for a new experience,
This new experience is contai.ned in all parts of the
argument and is summarized. in the claim by the

s"'~atement

that "We must cease the granting of special immunities,"
[\}.".B;Q:m£l)..i.l..2

(D)atas It is the
poor, blaclt a.nd white
alike, that bear ·the
brunt of crime and
violence.
therefo~

sinces

(W)arranta In the President's Commission on Civil Disorders,
it was noted that c:t~.imes of v.iolence occur in "the slums of
some cities 35 times as frequently as they occur in the areas
of affluence.
becaUSiH

(B)ackinga We need a new recognition in this country-that a mugging in the ghetto is as seriouB a crime as a
mugging on mahl streete TherH can be no color line
betwee.n blaolc murder and white murder,
The assertion in the data that poor black and poor
'
white be.ar 'the ·brunt
of crime and violence

is supported by

statistical evidence in the warrant and backed up by the
fact that tho Connnissiori on Civil Disorders is expert

testimony.

The use of statistics and expert testimony

are appeals to authority and evidence.
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The Commission on

Civil Disorders reports at length on the subject of low
income Negroes boing the victims of crimes of violence.9
The statistic is validated by other studies contained in
the report; and although 35 to 1 is the highest figure
given j,n the report, there is no misuse of' the intent of
the commisrdon' s findings in this particular area since
the commission recommends improvmg the effectiveness of
law enforcement in the disadvantaged areas.

These recom-

mendations are contained in letters to the President.lO
The backing in the argument is a call for a new
experience as evidenced by the term "new recognition."
The claim outlines the new experience which is 'a. · nat.i.r.mal
1

crusade to protect society ~~n
other emotional drives.

The claim alr:.:o appeals to

The dr:i.ve for freedom is recog-

nized since to protect society from criminals is to free·
them from fear.

The drive for power is appealed to by

the assertion the criminals can be controlled.
The intent of the commission's report and recommendations are substantiated by the
claim.
. •

in the

The commission was not recommending strict law
•9R.El.'P.ill of lli~.ti<?..D~~mm~1=!.§..ion on
New York: New York TJ.mes Company. 1968e

C~vJ.l D~sorders,

pp.

qualifiel~

261).::"2(59~;-

10Ibido$ PP• 5'10-573•

~
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enforcement as the only answer; therefore, the call to
eliminate the social conditions which breed crime and
the assertion that law enforcement is not to be a repression

of the black American are in
intentions..

keepir~

with the commission's

The qualifers are used to clarify the claim,

not obscure it, and are necessary for a valid appeal to
the cited evidence and authority.

[\r5lll!lent 16
(D)atcu At every level
of law enforcement and
criminal justice, there
are needed men with an
awareness of the
severity of the crime
crisis, men with a new
attitude toward crime
and criminals.

~~

(C)laim~
At the judicial level it is time
that the rights of the
victimized millions in
this country receive
at least the same
measure of. corwern and
atten-'cion and ac·t:ic~n
as have the r:i.g:htB of
the criminally few.

since a
(W)arrant'
judiciary~

Nowhere is this more necessary than in the
from the lowest court to the Supreme Courto

This argument consists of two appeals to the
emotional dr1.ve for a new experience.

The warrant serves

as a transition to narrow the broader appeal in the data

of a "new attitude toward crime" to the specific "judicial
level" change called for in the claim.
such as

"crisis~"

Connotative words

which suggests a.n urgency, and "victimized,"

which evokes a sympathetic feeling for those who are mistreated, are used to substantiate this appeal for a new
experiencee

~tlZ

\

I

(D)ata: From a new
attitude about crimep
from a new awareness of
the severity of the
crisis, £rom a new
national priority for
crime control, from
new leadership of the
American people, all
else can followo

(C)laim: (We cru~ have)
prison refot~ at the
Federal and State level,
judicial reform,
(qualifier): bett~
paid, (qualifier)•
better trained,

Tquaiifier),

!!!.Ql.~

police for our undermanned peace forces
a.cros s this country,
increased funds for
crime research at the
national level.

This argument is a final statemen·t; based on the
preceding three arguments on law and order,
Nixon off'ers in this argu.ment is that a new

The solution
attitude~

a

new awareness, and new leadership is the basis for broad

refoxm.

This is an appeal for a new

experience~

The

reforms and changes from thio new experience are sufficien-tly
vague to the point of.obscurity since the type of prison
and judicial reform is not revealed, and the qualifiers

"better" and "more" are dependent on a value judgment of
wha·t

.is better and how much is more o

The argument offers

three new experiences plus an obscure call for reform.
Oliv-er writes concerning obscurity in rationalized
appeals that "Glittering rhetoric has often proved an
effective substitut~ for sound argument." 11 In the ration-

alized appeal in this argument, Nixon has substituted high
sounding. ideals (glittering rhetoric) for sound argument.
11Robert T. Oliver, ~hol...Q.g;£ o,f .f..e_F.§.1t,q_~.live
§J?eech. New York: Longmans, Green and Company. 1957.
P• 2BS'.

-_,
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While the goals .in the claim may be

praiseworthy~

the lack

of clarification renders them to be not,hing more than

Il

glittering rhetoric which is a rationalization, since it

is sufficiently obscure to convince,
This completes an analysis of Nixon's arguments
relative to law and order in this speech.

J.

s~~-~

The next address that contains argumonts on law
and order is the speech accepting the Republican nomina-

L\.!"£i.'-~J.§

(D)ata; Let those who
have responsibility to
enforce our laws • • a
be dedicated to the
great :principal of
civil rights. But let
them also recognize
t.hat thl?. first civil
r:tgh"t of BV'3ry American
ia to be free from
d.crnt?H.:1tic violence 11 and
th[:1."t rigl'"rt m.u.Gt be
guararrtr:~ed

country,.

in trds

(C)lr.dm~

"therefore

I pled.ge to

you trwrt our new
AttornE~y General will~
( 1) be directed by :the
Pres:tdnnt of the
United States to
launch a wal"' against
organized crime in this
country,
(2) be an active
.
belligerent against the
loa,n sharks and the
nwnbers racketeers that
rob the urban poor in
our cities.
(3) open a new front
against the filth
peddlers and the
narcotics peddlers who
are corrup·t;ing the
lives of the children
of thio country.

121\ichard M. Nixon, .!lixon~~l?..~~:a~s Out. New York:
Campaign Committee. 19 8, PP• 277-291.
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since:

(W)arranta And if we are to restore order and respect for
la~ in this country, there is one place we are going to
begin. We are going to have a new Attorney General of the
United Stntes.
This argument contends that there is a need to
guarantee freedom from violence, and the way to accomplish
this is to ha·.;re a new Attorney General dedicated to the
goals outlirletl in the claim.

An implicit argument contained

in the data is that there is no freedom from fear in

America and that this is a result of an Attorney General
who is not dedicated to the goals in the claim.

The data,

then, is an appeal to the emotional drive for freedom.
In the warrant the call for a new .Attorney General
is an appeal to the emotional drive for a :new experience.
It is the intent of ·the argument to show that a new Attr.n:'l·u·-;;y
v

General will accomplish certain goals which are outlined
in the claimo
In the claim the administration is being ridiculed
for

w:r'~

launching a war against organized crime, being

belligerent to loan sharkstt not dealing with filth and
narcotic peddlers,

'rhis ridicule is implicit since in

order for a new Attorney General to make the changes callecl
for, "th13 conditions being changed must exist.

This ridi-

cule ls a rationalization by Nixon, since he is belittling
an opponent by inference.
In addltion; the argument calls f'or ·three new
experiences which are :points one, two, and three i.n the
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claim.

These new experiences are allegedly dependent upon

getting a new Attorney General.

How the Attorney General

is ·to accomp1ish these goals is not covered in the argument,

In other words the claim advocates general action without
revealing a specific plan to accomplish "that action.
Questions arise regarding who is a filth peddler,
what is filth., and what is a new front,

These terms render

·the argument to also be a rationalization
labels,

appl;wing

by

The term filth connotes a bad image.
ArW~?:S!.,n t

12.

(D)ataa Because, my
friends let this
message come through
clear .from wl'!i.at I say
tonight. Time is running out for the
merchartts of' ,crime and
corruption in American
society,

(C)laim: The wave of
crime is not going to
be

~.h.e.r.,E}f_q;rQ

th~;

wave of the

future in the Uni.ted
States of America.

sinces
(W)arranta We shall re-establish freedom from fear in
America so that America can talce the lead in re-establishing freedom from .fear in the world.
The

Jor~son

Administration is ridiculed

by

inference

in the data by the suggestion that it. has been lenient
toward the merchants of crime and corruptiol'l.
evidenced in

~the

warrant

This is also

by i~he te:rm, 'lre-establish

freedom

.from fear"; since, in order to re ... establish something, it
cannot be currently taking place.
alization

by

Following this ration-

use of ridicule and sarcasm,

the emotiona1 drive for freedoms

Ni~on

appeals to
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The warrant also appeals to the drive for freedom
by expressing that freedom from fear shall be re-established.

The implication is that America is dominated by fear and

that this will end.

The claim asserts that the crime wave

of the present will be changed.

This change is an appeal

to the emotional drive for a new experience.
This ends the new arguments on law and order introduced in this speech.
Order and ~sticst

Under

La\~

The following arguments are taken from a Nixon
campaign speech delivered September 29, 1968. 13
Argument .?..Q
(D)ataa o, • • This
destruction (entire
neighborhoods des~
troyed, buildings
gutted, thousands
hospitalized or homeless, businesses wiped
out) is the work of
Americans, transformed
into a mob,

(C) lainu The truth is
we will reduce crime
and violence--when we
mak·e it ( quali:fi~~r) =
therefore ~ profitable, and
a lot (qualifier):
~ risky, to break
our laws.

since:
(W)arrants ·You might think that this was happening under
some alien tyranny, where the people had no representation,
where there was no ballotv and where insurrec-tion was the
alternative to abject submission. No--again-··•this is
happening in America.
becausec
(B)acking: We are sick of what has been allowed to go on
in this nation for too long.
1 3Richard M. Nixon, Nixon ~~eaks Out" New Yorke
Nixon-Agnew Campaign Commitfee. 198. --pp;-153-161.
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The data indicates that we are not free from m.ob
violence,

This is an appeal to the emotional drive for

freedom, since to be dominated by fear of mob violence is
not to have freedom.

'11he citing of examples substantiates

the appeal.,

In the warrant and backing the major appeal is a
rationalization which relies upon ridicule of the violence
··-

that is allowed to happen in America,

Verbally, a dismal

picture of America is reflected by the use of terms such
as "alien tyranny" which connote unpleasant images.

It

is inferJ...ed in the backing by use of sarcasm that little
is done to prevent violence since it is ua.llowed to go
on,"
The

claim sug'gests that it is now profitable and.

reasonably safe to ·be criminal and violen't,

This again

relies upon ridicule which is a rationalized appeal.

At

the same time, the claim asserts that a new exper3.ence can
be had {:Ct:H1ucing crime and violence) by strict law enforcement.

This strict enforcement is revealed ln the terms

"less :profitable" and "more risky."

The terms, nmoreu

and "less," are qualifiers which serve to render the
amount of change to be a matter of degree and are in need
~

of clarification that reveals how much is "more" and
\;less."

However, the intent of the argument comes through

despite the· qualifiers--stricter law enforcemen·t reduces
crime and Yiolence.
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Jmn1en't 2~
(D)ata: B;y· philosophy
and by ingrained habit
the present Administration has neglected to
provide the potential
of independent sources
of energy and creativity
in America--civic groups!'/
c:hurches, educational
insti·tutions, the I!'.ass
medi.afl business and
industry. Their
resources a.rtd their
skills can make a major
contribution to the
recovery of order in
·this countr'.J.

:~!?.~

(C)laimz Through nationwide town meetings which
I will propose, and
through the National
Coordinating Center
which I will establish,
we will begin at · long
last to bring all of
the energies of our
people to bear.

since a
(VI) arrant' ·Thinl~ what progress could be made if' 1;he
resource:::-\ of these groups could be 1n·ough"t to O(!:ar in a.
massive educational effort,· directed esp<~lciaJ.l~t at the young
and the innocent~

becausec

(B)ackings All across the country people are waiting-waiting no·t for dictation but for guidanc~e. What our
independent; groups basically need is information--information abou·t what is needed, about what can be done, about
what has worked in some other cc,mmunity,
The data l.,egins with a rationalized appeal by
ridiculing the present

Admini~3tra·tion

for

neglec~ting

potential of independent American creativity.

the

The appeal

shifts in the second sentence to an emotional appeal to the
drive for helpfulness,

The drive for helpfulness is

manifes-ted by "working for the welfare of others,"l4

To

"contri 'Qute 'to the recovery of order" is working fol'" the
welfare of the country,

This drive for helping others is

also the major appeal in the warrant; since, allegedly,
progress can be made by their helpful efforts.

The backing

reinforces this appeal by asserting that people ar·e waiting
·to be helpful, and will be if "they are given a chance, '

The claim offers a solution by saying that the
energies o:f' ·the people will 'be brought to bear,

The methods

of bringing these energies to bear are town meetings and
a National Coordinating Center which are appeals to the
emotional drive for a new experience.
·The same arguments are rephrased in the conclusion
of the speech.

This concludes Nixon's

ar~unents

on law

and order.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
By the use of Chi Square, the null hypothesis, that
there is no difference in the type of appeal relative to
the issue being discussed, is tested in this section,l5
Since there are only two arguments on race consisting of
eight

app~als,

the null hypothesis is tested with and

without the race arguments,

15Ja~et T. Spence, Benton Je Underwoode Carl P.
Duncan, John W. Cotton, !~JeJ~m~"t,~j).:_taj;j~i.cg_, New Yorlo
Apple"ton-Century-Croftse 19.51+, pp. 195-207,
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Table 2
Frequency of Occurrence of Persuasive Appeals
Relative to Vietnam and Law and Order

·-·-

...,..__,

.-.

Evidence and
Rationalization Authority
Emotion

Total

Vietnam

16 (13.2)

2

(1.9)

14 (16.9)

32

Law and Order

12 (14.8)

2 ( 2 .1)

22 ( 19 .1)

36

Total

28

4

-----·

----~·----·

~~------
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Chi Square is le94 based on the information contained
in the above chart.

To reject the null hypothesis, Chi

Square, at the 5 per cent level of significance, would have
to be .5.99 or greater.

Consequently 0 the omission of race

as an issue does not affec·t the acceptance of the null
hypoi;hes is

G

Chapter 5

StmOOARY AND CONCLUSIONS
President Nixon

presents.twenty~one

arguments,

many of them mo1:-e than once, relative to the con-troversial
issues in his 1968 campai@t speeches.

The campaign

speeches examined include all speeches from July 31, 1968,
his addresses to the Republican Platform Committee, to
November 5r;

1968t~

his election to the Presidency.

It is

the purpose of this paper to objectively categoJ.:•ize the
persuasive appeals of the arguments on race,

Vietna.n1~

law and order, contained in his campaign speeches,

and

There

has 'been no attemp·t to praise oz• v5.1i:fy Richard Nlxoni

since persc>nalities are outs ido the scope of this study.
The arguments are analyzed by fi:t'•st diagraming

them according to the Toulmin model which reveals tlle
line of argt:tmentation employed in the sense that it shows
the relaticr.n.ship of the inforn1ative data to the solution
offf~red

in the form of a. claimto

certain

tm~·nlS'

Semantic evaluation of

is relied upon to reveal the value of those

terms in reference ·tc their clarj.fying or obscuring the

significance of certain assertions advanced by Nixon.
arg,11ment~

are then categorized, and an explanat.ion of that

categorization
relied

The

upon~~~

advanced~

based on the appeals most heavily
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This paper starts with the assumption that the
voters who determine an election are free agents who lir::ten
to the candidate's arguments on the controversial issues and
cast their vote for the person they feel best personifies
their point of view.

This assumption is well grounded in

political theory as reflected in an article by IvlcBatb and

Fisherol

It is further assumed that the argumentation

presented by a candidate is an attempt to
himself.

ga~ner

votes for

Nixon's arguments are analyzed to reveal what

type of persuasive argumentation appeals to thes.e voters.
Certai.n gen.Elralizations regarding

th~)

findings of this

stud.y are presented in the following ·section on conclusions.

St:a.temonts addressed to ·the significance and mearling
of the l.."esults of arguments analyzed in Chapter 4 are set

forth in

th:~.s

sectlc.m.•

Appeals to emotional drives constltuted 58 per cent
of the persuasive a.ppea.ls used by NixonJ 37 per cent of all
appeals

wc:r.~e

experience.

directed to the emotional drive for a new

A new experience is a call for a change_from

the status quo o

While a cha.nge may be dc-1sirable, scientific

reasoning suggests that hypothesis should be formed and
tested and relevant evidence and authoritative opinion be
used, or at least not ignored; since the hypothesis must be
lJames Ho McBath and Walter R. Fisher, "Persuasion

in Pres:i.dentj_al ·campaign Communication, n

.fL'!?.:J.;:~.er.!Y.,~.Ql-lm.,al

.Q.f_••§.J2.EE. £;Jh, Volumt-:l LV, Number 1 f February~ 1969.,

pp, 17·q25 e
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compatible with existing kriowledge.2

Therefore, a call

for change is justified logically when this scientific
criteria is mete

It follows, then, that when evi.dence

and authority are used as informative data in reaching a
claim~

that from a logical point of view, there is grounds

for acce1Jting the conclusion; and, conversely, when r...o

such support is given, the argument or hypo·t;hesis must be

accepted on faith alone.

This same form of reasoning holds

true for the other emotional appeals as

well~

It is possible that in arriving at certa.in answers
(claims) to problems set forth in his rhetoric 11 Nixon .toolt

relevant evidence and authoritative opinion into consideration.,

However, this

becom{~S

per~masive

unimportant from a

sta.ndpointp since the audience was · not exposed to ev:i.dm1ce
and authority except in 5 per. cent of' the arguJnent:s ~

This study reveals that 95 per cent of the arguments relied
on persuasive appeals

o'tb~;.~r tha:n

evidence and authc'lrity,

Thus, the vcrt.E':l"'S ' de cis .ions wero, by in J.Etrge ~ 'based on
argumer.~.ts

which were not proved or disproved.

Thi.s is no·t

to sugg<::s't ·t~ha"t the solutim'ls offered by Nixon are not apt~

however, i"G does reveal '.that there· is little evidence
(5 per C(-mt:) given to support their worl~ability,

Thirty-seven per cent of the persuasive appeals

were rationalizationso
2

The use of' ridicule and sarcasm

J·a:mes Do Carney, and Richard K. Scheer, Fun.dame:htalB
it!v..l!.Q.gi£~ New Yorksc 11'he Macmillan Company, 1965o pp-;~ jj'f.:.3~j"0011
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constltuterl 30 per cent of all appeals and 82 per cent of

the rationaJ.ized appeals"

Rationalized appeals deal with

an. attempt to focus a-ttention upon facts or concepts more
or less i.rreleva.:nt ( ·bu·t seeming to be immediately relevant)

to the fa.cts or contentions

~nder

discusslon.

By focusing

attention on 'th.c;se facets being criticized, and

set~ming1y

relevant, ·the use of relevant material, evidli:m.ce or
authoritative opinior1, is virtually non .... axistent,

Th5.s

same :ceasoni:ng is applicable to other rationa.li2'.ed appeals 3

r:t.dicule is used as: an example, since it occurs more

frequen·tly than the other rationalizations o
It i·s evidenced that Nixon's argumentation relative
to the contx·oversial issues gives Ltttle logical reason

for a.cce:p-t.h1g his solutions.

Statistics and au:thorita·tivt:t

opini.on are available in the tex·ts of many gover·nmental

sponsored studies of ihe issues under diacussion in this
paper,

'l'he lacli: of -their use reflects on -'che

the Nixon Ctlln.paignfl

voters

r'E~:Cle-ct:s

of

stra·~egy

The acceptar1ce of the appeals by i;he

on their vulnorab.ility to th.is successful

""+"•ai·
._, VJ...
... ~ t"'J:l"'!i
... t::tJ p whJ..oh is evidenced by the fact thai; IUcha.l•d

·Nixon won ·t:he election,

The statistical analysis in Chapter
-···----~-···

-·-·-

l.j.

of this

stud~v

makes a sta-tt:\raent on the strategy of the Nixon campaign.
By the use nf Chi Square it is proven statistically that
the issues are argued in the same manner, that isf the
same

ty-pe~~

of appeals are rcllecl upon regardlt'lss of the

6J.

issue under

discussion~'

This suggests ·that strategy

(persuasive appeals employed) is the most important consideration in formulating these arguments.

The chances

of the use of the same appeals when dealing with different
'

issues being accidental is, statis-tically, very low.
This study shows, thenf that the American voter is
pElrsuad.ed by emotional and rationalized appeals.

Conse-

quently, this voter must rely on falthp not logica- that
the solutions Ric:hard Ni:(on presents are the answers to

the problems he outlines,

The :i.nfo:t:•mat:Lon co:ntai.ned in this study opens a
door to a n.ew type of persua.s i ve argument analy::d.s.,

It

provides a method to categorize, persuasive appeals.

~Chere

is a need to examine the arguments of other political
candidatf.H3 to determine if the findings relative ·l;o the
Ni:.:on campe.ign are unique or if 'this is a pattern in
Amr;;rica.n political oratory •

APPENDIX A

6J
Sample Worlt Sheet
ISSUE______

ARGUMENT NUMBER._________
Frequency of
Occurrence

Type of' Appeal

------~------------------------------------------------·----------t--

RATIONALIZATION

Argument based on sympathy • • , , • • u , e • , • • •
Argumen·t by applying labels, • • • • • • • , • • • • •
Argur!H:'lnt from antiquity

Argument from ignorance

• • • • • •

f/

•

e

•

•

•

•

'

•

• • , , • , , • , • • • • • •
• , • • , • , ., • , • • • • • •

Argument from novelty
Argument from popularity • e • " c> • ~ • • • • co • •
Argumentu.m ad hominem • • • • • • • e e • • • •
Being sufficiently obscure to convince • , • • w , • •
Presentation of popularity as expertness • • • • , • •
Ccin.fusio:n of correlation with T)roof "' • • " • o .., • •
Explanation intended to confuse or mislead • c ~~ • o
f

II

0

•

(I

Use of irrelevant

analogic~s,

Use of ridicule and sarcasm

illustrations; facts, etc o
~

• • , , ,

~

c

,

Appropriate and acceptar;le statistics , .,
EXpf.n:-t tt;:stimony , . • • • • e , • • • • • •
Factfl as personal experience • ~ , • e • •
Negative evidence ,. • • o ., , , o , • ~ •

e

•

•
•

,
,

•

•

•

o

e

•

•

•

_,

•

I)

•
•

•
e

•
,

•
,

•

•

,

EVIDENCE AND AifrHORITY

EMOTION

-~---

Appeal to drive
Appea,l "Go drive
Appeal to drive
Appeal to drive
Appeal to d:.cive
Appeal tc• drive
Appeal -Go drive
Appeal to drive
Appeal to drive

for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

freedom
• • • • •
helpfulness • • • •
new exQerience • • •
power • • • • • • •
rf::eogni-tlon • 0
" •
response • •
•
•
Sf.icurity o • • • •
"
submission •
• • •
workmanship • • • •
5

0

Cl

0

• • • •
• • •
• ' •
• • • •
• • • •
• •
•
• • •
• • •
• • • •
(<

II

0

t

0

• • •
• •
• •
• • •
• •
• • .
• •
• • e
• • •
0

I!

'}

II

-----
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Vietnam

ARGUlVIENT NUMBER 1
Type of Appeal

Prequency of
Occurrence
'

~~~------------------------------------------------EMOTION
Appeal to drive for security • , , • , • • , , • • •

---

2

66
Vietnam
.ARGtmmNT NUMBER 2

Type of Appeal

Frequency of
Occurrence

~~-------------------·------------------------

RATIONAJ.JIZATION

Use of ridicule and sarcasm

• , , .- , , • • • • • • • 4

6?

Vietnam
AHGUIVIENT NUMBER 3

Type of Appeal

Frequency of
Occurrence

-------w-·---·-----------------------------------------------RATIONAIJIZATION

Use of ridicule and sarcasm

• , , , • • • • • • • • • 1

68
Vietnam
ARGUMENT NUMBER 4
Frequency of
Occurrence

Type of Appeal

RATIONALIZATION
Use of ridicule and sarcasm

• •

~

•

•.

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

' • 3

Vietnam
AHGUMENT NUMBER 5
Type of Appeal
~-

-...

Frequency of
Occurrence

---

_.__,._

RATIONALIZATION
Use ctf r.idicule and sarcasm

_,

___

•

o

(>

•

,

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

2

70

Vietnam
ARGUMENT NUMBER 6
Frequency of
Occurrence

Type of Appeal

._·,.

RATIONAI,.~IZATION

Bein.g sufficiently obscure to convince • , • , , , , • 1
EMOTION
Appeal to drive for helpfulness • •
Appeal ·to drlve for security •• • •

t

•

II

I

t

• • • • •

'71
Vietnam
ARGUMENT NUMBER 7
Frequency of
Occurrence

Type of Appeal

~·----------------·-----------~*------.RATIONALIZATION
Use of ridicule and Garcasm

-----·-

• • • , • , • , • • • • • 2

EMOTION
Appeal to drive for freedom • , •• , •
Appeal to drive for new experience • , • • , , , • •
3

••••••

o

1
2

72
Vietnam

ARGUMENT NUMBER 8
'r~rpe

Frequency of
Occurrence

of Appeal

RATIONALIZATION
Use of ridicule and sarcasm

• • • •

~

t

~

•

e

,·

•

•

t

1

Ell/lOTION
Appeal ·to drive for new experience , , , , • , , • • • l

73
V.ietnam

ARGUMENT NUMBER 9
Type of' Appeal

Frequency· of

Occurrence

RATIONALIZATION
Being sufficiently· obscure to convince • • • ,

...

•• 1

.EMOTION

Appeal to drive for new experience

•

•

~

~

•

•

0

&

•

1

'74
Vietnam
ARGill~ENT

...

NUMBER 10

Type of Appeal

Frequency of
Occurrence

RATIONALIZATION
Being sufficiently obscure to convince • • • • • • •

~··

1

EMOTION
Appeal ·to drive for new experience

I
I
1

I

j
1

j

l
~--]
··········· -_j
~~

-~J

• • • • • • • • • l

75
Vietnam

ARGUMENT NillaBER

11

Type of Appeal

Frequency of
Occurrence

EVIDENCE AND AUTHORITY
Appropriate and acceptable statistics

, • • • • • , 2

EMOTION
Appeal to drive for new experience , • • • , • • • • l

76

Vietnam

RECAPITULATION OF ARGUMENTS ON VIErNAM
Frequency of
Occurrence

Type of Appeal

RATIONALIZATION
Being sufficiently obscure to convince • , • • , • •
Use of ridicule and sarcasm • • • , • • , • • , • ,

e

3

el)

EVIDENCE AND AUTHORITY
Appropriate and acceptable statistics

, • , • , • • • 2

EMOTION
Appeal
Appeal
Appeal
Appeal

to
to
to
to

drive
drive
drive
drive

for
for
for
for

freedom • • • , , , • , , • • • •
helpfulness o e • , • • , • , • ,
new experience , , , , , , • , , e
security, • , • , , • , • •·•••••

1
2

6

5

I

I

77

I

Race

ARGUMENT NUMBER 12
Type of Appeal

Ii
1

II
l

Frequency of
Occurrence

EMOTION
Appeal to drive for freedom •• , • • • • • • • • •• 1
Appeal to drive for new ex~erience • • • , • • • • • • 2
Appeal to drive for reco@l~tion • • , • • • • • • • • 1

78
Race
ARGID~ENT

Type of' Appeal

NUMBER 13
Frequency of'
Occurrence

EMOTION
Appeal to drive f'or freedom • • , • , • • • • • • , , 1
Appeal to drive for new experience • • • .• • • • , • • 3

?9
Race
RECAPITULATION OF ARGUMENTS ON RACE
Frequency of
Occurrence

Type of Appeal

EMOTION
Appeal to drive for freedom • • • , •• •. • • • • • • 2
Appeal to drlve for new experience • • •
5
Appeal to drive for recognition , • • • • • • • • • • 1
•

•

•

•

5

•

•

80
Law and Order
ARGUMENT NUMBER 14
Type of Appeal

Frequency of
Ooc.~urrence

RATIONALIZATION
Use of ridicule and sarcasm

• • • • • •

; • • • •. • • 1

EMOTION
Appeal to drive for new experience • • , , • • , , , , 4

---·-

81

Law and Order
ARGUMENT NUMBER 15
Type of Appeal

Frequency of
Occurrence

EVIDENCE AND AUTHORITY
Appropriate and acceptable statistics • • • • • • • • 1
Expert testimony , , • • • G , , , • , • • , , , , • , 1
EMOTION
Appeal to drive for freedom , • , • • , , • , • • •• 1
Appeal to drive for new experience ••• , , •• , •• 1
Appeal to drive for power, e , • , , , , , , , , •~•· • 1

1

1

I

~-I

82
Law and Order
ARGUMENT NUMBER 16
Type of Appeal

Frequency of
Occurrence

EMOTION
Appeal to drive for new experience •· , • • • , • • • ·• .2

83
Law and O:r.der

ARGUMENT NUMBER 17
Type of Appeal

Frequency of
Occurrence

RATIONALIZATION
Being sufficiently obscure to convince • • • , ••••• 1
EMOTION
Appeal to drive for new experience , , , , • , , • , 3

-I

84
Law and Order
ARGUMENT NUMBER 18
Frequency of
Occurrence

Type of Appeal

RATIONALIZATION
Argument by applying labels
Use of ridicule and sarcasm

•

e

•

•

•

• • • • •

•
•

• • • • • • • 1
• • • • • 3
Q

•

EMOTION
Appeal to drive for freedom • , e • , • • • • • • • • 1
Appeal to drive for new experience , • • • •
• • 4
•

--·~·-~

•

Cl

85
Law and Order

ARGUMENT NUMBER 19
Frequency of
Occurrence

Type of Appeal

RATIONALIZATION
Use of ridicule and sarcasm

•··- • • •

• • • • • •' ~-' ~·. 2

EMOTION
Appeal to drive for freedom • • • • • • , , , • , , 1
Appeal to drive for new experience • • , • , • • • , 1

---1
--·

·-~----

---

86
Law and Order

ARGtm1ENT NUMBER 20
Type of Appeal

Frequency of
Occurrence

RATIONALIZATION
Use of ridicule and sarcasm

• • • • • • • • • • • • 3

EMOTION
Appeal to drive for freedom · • • , • • • • , , • • • 1
Appeal to drive for new experience • • • • • • w , • 1

87
Law and Order
ARGUMENT NUMBER 21
Frequency of
Occurrence

Type of Appeal

.........
.

RATIONALIZATION
Use of ridicule and sarcasm

•

•

•

c

e

• • • • • • • 1

EMOTION
Appeal to drive for helpfulness , , • , , • , , , • 2
Appeal to drive for new experience • • , o , , o • • 2

~-·--------

8~

Law and Order
RECAPITULATION OF ARGIDliENTS ON LAW AND ORDER

Frequency of. ·
Occurrence

Type of Appeal

RATIONALIZATION
Argument by applying labels , , , , • • , • • • • • 1
Being sufficiently obscure to convince • ,
• • 1
Use of ridicule and sarcasm , , , • • • , • • • •• 10
•

•

f)

EVIDENCE AND AUTHORITY
Appropriate and acceptable statistics • , • • , • • 1
Expert testimony , • , • , , • • , , . , , • • , , • , 1
EMOTION
Appeal to drive for freedom , • • , • , , • , , , • 3
Appeal to drive for helpfulness , • , , , , • • o e 2
.17
Appeal to drive for new-experience • "' , • ,
11

,

,

89
RECAPITULATION OF ALL ARGUMENTS
Type of Appeal

I

Frequency of
Occurrence

RATIONALIZATION

I

Argument by applying labels , • • • • • , • , • , , • 1
Being sufficiently obscure to convince • • " • • , • • 4
Use of ridicule and sarcasm , • , • • • • • • • • • • 23

EVIDENCE AND AUTHORITY
Appropriate and acceptable statistics • • • • • • • • 3
Expert testimony ~· ~ ~ ~· • , , • , • • • • • • • • • • 1
EMOTION
Appeal
Appeal
Appeal
Appeal
Appeal

... ,

·

to
to
to
to
to

drive
drive
drive
drive
driYe

for
for
for
for
for

freedom • • •
helpfulness •
new experience
recognition •
security • • •

• • • • • • •
• • • • • ' '
• • • • • •
• • • •
•
• • • • • •
~

0

0

0

• • 46
• • •,28
• 0
.. • • l
• • 5
•

0

APPENDIX C

91
LIS~~

OF SPEECHES

Title

Media or Location

Date

The Nature of the
Presidency

NBC a.nd CBS Radio

September 19 11 1968

The Ame:r.:.tcan Spiri.t

Williamsburg,
Virginia

October 2, 1968

The Volun·tary Way

ABC Radio Network

October 6, 196C5

A Better Day f'or

Omaha~ Nebraska

September

To Mak·e a Dc)llar

CR~

Hadio Network

Octobe:t"

Modern American
Agrir,_}ul ture g An.

Des

Moines~

September 11..z.. 1968

An 0 pr:in 1')
.... cot.• f·- trr

CBS'
.

l:~r>c·~
. .'iL. o
\<..,. .....

The Crusade Against
Crinw

Submitted to Repub- July 31, 1968
lican National

the American
Indian

Worth a Dollar

Iowa

2.'1, 1968

23, 1968

Opportunity f'o:r
Ser~d.c.:e

in the

1970's
Am.c7.!r.i.c~a.n

Labor

N. '"'..,u,
"'·~·.···•or•'.{"
£,

(';crco
' ,..0or tt"1
•• "

.."~9<"8
~,. :h

Conventiol"l Com..

mittee on Resolutions
Order and Justice
Under· Law

The Elderlyx For
the Endux.·i.n.g
Gener:;rtion

Mutual Broadcast-

September 29, 1968

System

CBS Radio Network

October 2.2r 1968

Oct~ober

Educatleon for

20, 196B

Excellonoe 11 Free-

dom and Diversity

ProlilE':.mf~

Cities

of the

::>ubmi t"ted. to Repub- August 1, 1968
l:tca.n National
Cc.mV"ention Com·-

mittee on Resolutions

Date

Title

The Research Gapz
New York, New York
Crisis in American
Science and Technology
CBS Radio Network:

'fhe All-Volunteer
Armed F.'orce

Natural
Resources

AmerJ.ca~s

Restoring the

u.

CBS

Radio Network

October 5, 1968

Oc;"tober l?ii 1968

October

1.8~

1968

25, 1968

Seattle, Washing...
-ton.

S t.;;pt mn bor.

To Keep the Peace

CBS Radio Network

October

Vi.etnam.

Submitted to Rc~pub..,; Aug11st lf 1968
lican National
Convention Com...

s~

to ·the Role of a

. First-Rate Maritime Power

19~

1968

mit-tee on Heso1u"·

tions

The Security Gap

CBS Hadi.o Networl-;:

Octobc~r 2Lr~ 196H'

The Cradle of
Civilization Must
Not be Its Grave

BJnai B~rith
eonvention,

September 8 9 1968

The Time to Save

CBS Radio Networlc

The Alliance for
Progress

New York, New

Nato

I See a Day

~-~--

o

•

•

Washington~

DQ'Ce

York

·October 13 & 1968
Oc·tober

14, 1968

Republican National Angus·~ 8 ~ J.968
C{nnrention~ Miami
Bea.eh r },lorida.
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